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‘Bixing’ , a traditional performance technique of Chinese classical literature, is a 
Rhetorical device of expressing feelings and spirit taking advantage of the physical 
things.Its extensive use in poetry  adds endless artistic charm to it.Similarly, The 
traditional Chinese painting creation also cannot leave “Bixing”, the artistic technique 
utilization. Its use in the painting works can combine the painter’s emotion and the 
Physical image, making the painter’s unique feeling fully embodied. 
The author elaborated the literature explanation and literature significance of 
‘Bixing’. By giving an example ,the Song picture,the author proves this technique and 
the utilization can make the pictorial representation to have the artistic interest and 
charm.This article throughly elaborated the concrete realization of the ‘Bixing’ 
technique in the flower-and-bird painting creation utilization. That is on the basis of 
the understanding to the shape and the expressions of the physical image, the author 
carries on certain exaggeration, personification, imaginationon on physical images 
shaping and the spot, line, surface etc. Also, combining the authour’s own creation,the 
authour discussed the two kinds of creation situation due to neglecting the ‘Bixing’ 
technique in contemporary flower-and-bird creation,and the practical significance of 
‘Bixing’ in contemporary painting creation. 
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